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The Xraids Motorbike Assistance project is

born from the enthusiasm and dedication of

pilots with extensive experience in the world of

motorcycles.

The Motorbike Assistance service in the race,

this is a service designed by and for motorists,

trying to make a little easier the very difficult

company to run a Rally-Raid.

We know we can not turn all our customers

into official pilots, but we're going to make

them feel like them. Therefore, Xraids offers a

MAN 480 6 X 6 truck, fully equipped with

generator, compressor, workbench ... a true

all-terrain workshop; And a MAN 6x4 truck

equipped with a motorhome and workshop, as

well as a 4 X 4 vehicle, both registered in

category T5, for transportation of spare parts,

mechanics, tools and personal effects.

Xraids offers you the most professional and

specialized human and technical team,

prepared exclusively for you.

If your goal is to participate in Rally-Raids and

international tests, Xraids can help you with

the motobike assistance service in the race.

XRAIDS has a long experience in the assistance of motorbikes and quads in

the largest off road competition in the world. The Dakar Rally.

Currently, it is one of the reference teams in the world Rally Raid panorama.

Our experience and specialization in the field of motorbikes, with a team, with more

than 15 participations in the Dakar, make us a guarantee for the pilots who are part of

our team.

We take care of all your logistics, (mechanics, tires, spare parts, transport,

accommodation, etc.) so that you only dedicate to piloting.

We put at your disposal, our motorbikes KTM 450 RALLY REPLICA and quad

YAMAHA RAPTOR 700, fully prepared for verifications.

Your success is a teamwork, let us be part of your success.



DAKAR 2022 MOTORCYCLE RENTAL ASSISTANCE

.

_ Team Manager

_ Boss mechanics

_ Shared Mechanic (1 mechanic two motorcycles)

_ 3 nights hotel in a Twin room with bed and breakfast

_ Spare parts transport, provided by the pilot

_ Transport of 2 sports bags for personal effects

_ Team Vehicles

_ Mechanics work area. (tents, awnings, rugs, easels ...)

_ Tools

_ The transfer, transport of a tent by pilot

_  KTM 450 RALLY REPLICA 2022

_ Complete navigation

_ WP CONE VALVE suspensions

_ Shock absorber prepared

_ 6 rear tires / 6 rear bib mousse

_ 5 front tires / 5 front Bib mousse

the assistance includes:



DAKAR 2022 MOTORCYCLE RENTAL ASSISTANCE

_ Rider and motorcycle registration in the race

_ Spare parts

_ KTM spare parts truck access

_  Physiotherapist

_ FIM license

_ Airline tickets and transfer

_ Motorhome truck accommodation

assistance does not include:



DAKAR 2022 MOTORCYCLE RENTAL ASSISTANCE

Motorcycles included for rent: 

- KTM 450 RALLY REPLICA 2022



OPTIONS

Physiotherapist( before 30/08/2021)

Accommodation in Motorhome Truck during race days

Access to KTM factory truck parts (before 09/30/2021)

Pack Motorhome Truck + Physiotherapist



CONTACT US

XRAIDS - Joan Fernández (Managing Director)

MAIL joan@xraidsexperience.com

TELF 0034 608 324 392


